5.

MODEL INSTRUMENTS
Model instrument of ratification of (accession to) the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict

**Considering** that the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, is open for [(ratification) (accession)] in the terms of its Article [(31) (32)],

**I declare** by the present instrument that the Government of [name of State], after examining the aforementioned Convention, [(ratifies) (accedes to)] the aforementioned Convention and commits to faithfully executing all of its Articles.

**In witness thereof**, I have signed and sealed the present instrument of [(ratification) (accession)].

Done at (location) ........................................................................................................................................................................

(date) .......................................................................................................................................................................................

(Seal)

______________________________
(signedature of the Head of State, Prime Minister or Minister of Foreign Affairs)

**Considering** that the 1954 (First) Protocol to the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, is open for [(ratification) (accession)] in the terms of its Article 7,

I **declare** by the present instrument that the Government of [name of State], after examining the aforementioned Protocol, [(ratifies) (accedes to)] it and commits to faithfully executing all of its Articles.

**In witness thereof**, I have signed and sealed the present instrument of [(ratification) (accession)].

Done at (location) ........................................................................................................

(date) ............................................................................................................................

(Seal) ..............................................................................................................................

(signedature of the Head of State, Prime Minister or Minister of Foreign Affairs)

Considering that [name of State] presented its instrument of [(ratification of) (accession to)] the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, [date],

Considering that the Second Protocol to the 1954 Convention, adopted on 26 March 1999, is open for [(ratification) (acceptance) (approval) (accession)] in the terms of its Article [(41) (42)],

I declare by the present instrument that the Government [name of State], after examining the aforementioned 1999 Protocol, accedes to it and commits to faithfully executing all of its Articles.

In witness thereof, I have signed and sealed the present instrument of [(ratification) (acceptance) (approval) (accession)].

Done at (location) ....................................................................................................................................................

(date) ....................................................................................................................................................................

(Seal)

(signature of the Head of State, Prime Minister or Minister of Foreign Affairs)